Helping established businesses sustain growth
CEO Next Business Institute

Economic growth depends on the
continued success of local businesses
Once past the startup phase, transitioning a small business
into a sustainable growth enterprise can be challenging.
Whether confronting a growth plateau or deciding where
to go next, risk and uncertainty are major variables CEOs
of second-stage companies have to calculate.
Introducing the right high-impact information into
those equations can help companies find the optimal
strategic growth solution. By connecting executives
of established businesses with individualized research
teams and confidential peer learning opportunities,
CEO Next Business Institute helps growing businesses
become long-term market movers.

A pioneer of solid disc bicycle wheels, Hed Cycling designs and manufactures high-end cycling equipment. Launched in
1985, the Shoreview, Minn.-based company today has about 45 employees and generates more than $8 million in annual
revenue. It entered the Hennepin-Carver-Anoka-Ramsey-Scott Economic Gardening Program in fall 2013, which gave it
access to the National Center for Economic Gardening’s (NCEG) National Strategic Research Team (NSRT), quarterly
CEO forums and a PeerSpectives roundtable.

CEO Next Business Institute

To help second-stage businesses sustain growth past the start-up stage
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low-volume, high-profit niche, selling the majority of product to retail stores either directly or through
distributors. “It’s okay for us to take on OEM customers; however, we need to resist the temptation to
lower prices too much to win large orders — otherwise we risk becoming a commodity,” Hed says.
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Equally beneficial has been participating in a PeerSpectives roundtable with other second-stage business
leaders. Hed credits her fellow roundtable members for strengthening her business acumen. “They’ve
pushed me to read books I never would have picked up on my own,” she says. Among these was
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research project. The program provides practical tools
and techniques to help businesses grow.

In addition, the roundtable has altered Hed’s business perspective. “When you have your own business,

How does it work?
Hennepin County and our partners provide
scholarships to fully cover the cost of participation
in the CEO Next Business Institute. Hennepin County
leads coordination, along with Ramsey and Scott
counties, of the regional business support network.

Learn more and apply
hennepin.us/businessassistance
mary.matze@hennepin.us
612-348-9812
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